


SEWA(2019‐2020)
SOCIAL	EMPOWERMENT	

THROUGH	WORK	
EDUCATION	AND	ACTION



S.NO PROJECTS CLASSES

1. Swachcha Vidyalaya Swachcha Bharat VI	A
2. Dignity of Labour VI	B
3. Empathy VII	A
4. Care for Homeless Children VII	B
5. Being Safe and Responsible VI	C

6. Environment Conscious Citizens as Part of Eco Clubs IX

7. Reduce, Recycle, Reuse(most important 3R’s) and Now Respect VIII	A

8.
Studying the nutrition and health status of people in a peer group/village/city slum/tribal
area/neighbourhood

X

9. First Aid: Awareness raising and demonstration VIII	B
10. Plantation of Shade/Fuel/Ornamental/Avenue trees IX

11.
Acquaintance with common fertilizers and pesticides and their application with appropriate
equipment

IX

12.
Acquaintance with common pests and Diseases of Plants and Use of Simple Chemicals and
Plant Protection Equipment

IX

13. Preparation of Family Budget and Maintenance of Daily Household Accounts. VIII	C

14. Helping school authorities in organizing – Functions like Teachers day and club activities. IX

15. Participation in Adult‐Literacy Programmes. X
16. Resources for Classroom Use and School Use VI‐X



NATURE	WALK

Students	had	a	nature	walk	to	sense	the	beauty	of	the	garden	with	
colourful	and	bright	flowers.	Students	got	an	idea	of	creating	many	more	
gardens.	



They	got	inspired	by	the	beauty	of	the	garden	and	in	haled	fresh	oxygen	
which	kindled	their	brain.	



CAMPAIGN	ON	CONSERVATION	OF	WATER
Campaign was conducted for the people inside the campus like house-keeping in 
charges, conductor, drivers, gardeners, canteen people, teachers and students. 
Students created innovative posters with the slogans on conservative of water. 



Posters like 3 R’s (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle) were also made to hang on
walls. Finally the activity ended up with the oath taken by the students on
conservation of water.



MAKING A SCHOOL COMPOST PIT

Students	participated	enthusiastically	in	making	a	compost	pit	in	the	school.	
They	bought	all	kinds	of	biodegradable	wastes	from	their	houses	and	also	they	
collected	from	the	school	canteen.	



They dug a pit using the gardening tools and filled it with the biodegradable
wastes and finally sprinkled some cow dung mixture with water and closed
the pit and this compost pit were regularly checked by the students with
regular intervals.



FIELD TRIP (SUGARCANE AND PLANTAIN FARM)

Students	were	taken	for	a	trip	to	nearby	farm	where	sugarcane	and	plantains	were	
cultivated.	They	learnt	about	the	type	of	soil	and	the	season	that	the	crops	grow.	



Students	had	an	interactive	session	with	the	farmers	and	got	to	know	more	about	the	farming.	They	also	
visited	the	place	where	jaggery	is	made	from	sugarcane	and	tasted	the	fresh	jaggery.	Students	learnt	the	
importance	of	farming.	This	trip	was	really	nurturing	the	students	about	agriculture.	



PLANTATION OF TREES, IMPORTANCE OF 
FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES

The students of class IX were made to prepare a Herbarium of Medicinal plants,
herbal, ornamental plants and write down their importance in daily life.
The students were divided into groups and were asked to prepare charts like
what kind of fertilizers can be used for cereal crops to get better yield.



CREATING HERBAL GARDEN IN 
SPRINGDAYS SCHOOL

The students were asked to bring small herbal, medicinal plants like Tulsi, Karuparavalli, and hibiscus.
They were asked to level the land, dig the soil, plant the samplings, add compost and prepare a small
Springdays Garden.



DIGNITY	OF	LABOUR
The dignity of labour is a philosophy that all types of jobs are respected
equally, and no occupation is considered superior and none of the jobs
should be discriminated on any basis.



Students enthusiastically collected the facts and quotes related to the topic.
They also collected the pictures of different labours and displayed in the form
of a chart. The class students were divided into five groups and it was a
pleasure for them to understand and appreciate the different labour.



SKIT ABOUT DIGNITY OF LABOUR

Students were divided into five groups. Each group selected different incidents or
stories related to the topic ‘Dignity of Labour’ for their act. Each student searched
and understood the importance and handwork needed to do every work.



No job is lesser than any other one. They brought the difficulties and pain people
undergo while involved in different tasks through their skit. Thus they learned
and also educated the whole class the topic ‘Dignity of Labour’.



‘Dignity of Labour’-
Thanks Giving



EMPATHY

To promote healthy interpersonal relationships by developing the ability to put
oneself in someone else’s shoes .



PREPARING	TEACHING	AIDS
As part of education students wanted to lend a helping hand in making teaching aids to their teachers. 
Standard VI-B students selected UKG for this purpose. 



They made teaching aids like charts, pluck cards, flash cards etc. The selected
topics were mode of transport, community helpers, seasons, good and bad
habits etc.



FIRST AID, SAFETY MEASURES AND 
CASUALTY MANAGEMENT 

‘Health is Wealth’ – That’s the topic which VI‐C got for SEWA this year. They
students of VI‐C were all excited to get started with the chart making, where in
they got pictures of different injuries & first aid given to the patient. A small
lecture was also given regarding first aid & its importance.



The second day the kinds made first aid kits out of thermo coal and made them look like real kits with real
medicines. After that they had a small session about getting to know the basic of giving a CPR.
The third day was an activity day. Children were divided in groups & each group prepared skits showing a
casualty & the treatment given. Students set up the props and made them look like real hospital & clinic.





REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE AND RESPECT

Students did SEWA on the theme “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Respect”. The
students enthusiastically made bags out of used T‐shirts which can replace the
plastic one and thus save the environment. They made charts and explained the
importance of the topic.



They also worked on preparing teaching aids for standard I and standard III
kids. They made attractive charts on the topics, “Naming words and action
words” for standards I and “Photosynthesis” for standard III.





ADULT	LITERACY	PROGRAMME
To Emphasise on the importance of Education among illiterates. Students of class X had
an interactive section with drivers,akkas,attenders and cleaners insisting on the
importance of Education.



A	VISIT	TO	AN	OLD	AGE	HOME
Students went on a Empathy trip to Old age home and conducted joyful activities to
make the Senior citizens happy.



SENIOR CITIZENS ARE ASSETS TO TAKE CARE OF.



RAKSHA BANDHAN

Students extended their bonding of brotherhood and oneness by celebrating RAKSHA BANDHAN with our
construction workers.



PREPARING A	FAMILY	BUDGET	AND	
MAINTAINING	DAILY	HOUSEHOLD	ACCOUNTS

Students identify the importance of household accounts and budgeting. They learn to distinguish between
necessities, comforts and luxuries of different families. Students get an experience of preparing simple
accounts, comparing past receipts and payments with present ones, making allotments in various heads and
making comparative study of the budget of families from lower, lower‐middle and middle economic classes.



Factors assessed include data collection, analysis and reporting thrugh graphs,
presentations and written reports.





THANK	YOU	
!!!


